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CAREFULLY READ THE FOLLOWING AND TAKE IT INTO CONSIDERATION!
The present rider is the document that defines the list of terms and requirements imposed on the Customer, in order to ensure
provision of services by DZIDZIO band. Implementation of the rider provisions is particularly important for quality performance of the
band. The non-fulfilment or inappropriate fulfilment of the terms specified in the present rider presents the ground for the band’s
denial of rendering services, leads to the Customer’s recovery of the losses incurred by the band and deprives the Customer the right
to demand recovery of any prepayments. Costs associated with implementation of the terms specified in the present rider are covered
at the Customer’s expense.

ACCOMMODATION RIDER FOR THE DZIDZIO BAND
Transportation. The band may use their own ways of transportation but in such a case the Client will be responsible for covering any
related costs. If necessary the client will have to provide railway tickets (7 tickets) or 7 airplane tickets (1 business class and 6
economy class) both ways. The client will have to meet the band at the arrival (railway station or airport) and arrange local
transportation of the band to the hotel, concert location, interview location, etc. on a minibus. These arrangements have to be clarified
with the band director in advance.
Advertising. Arrange the best available advertising campaign for the bands performance. The entire photo, video and audio content
necessary for the development of advertising materials is provided by the bands manager. All the advertising content must be clarified
with the bands manager.
Meals. 3 full-courses, restaurant-type meals for the whole group (7 people) with fresh fruits and vegetables, hot meals are a
mandatory. It is possible to compensate the meals with money equivalent on daily basis. Clarify with the band director.
Security. 8 members of security staff for the whole band. The client is responsible for a safe transfer of the band from the vehicle and
the make-up room to the stage and their way back. The security staff must also be present near to the stage, all their equipment,
personal belongings and vehicle during the whole band's performance. The security staff is responsible for the safety of the band
members.
Hotel. Must be at least 4*. 1 luxury single rooms, 3 semi-luxury single rooms, 1 standard two beds room and 1 standard one bed
room.
Make-up room. Requirements: spacious, well lit, with a mirror, with heating (during the cold season), must be lockable with a key.
The make-up room must contain the following:
- 1 bottle of whiskey (Chivas, 1l);
- 12 bottles of no sparkling mineral water, 10 bottles of Coca-cola (0,5l), coffee, tea;
- Fruits (apples, oranges, grapes) and nuts;
- Assorted cold cut meat and cheese;
- 4 towels and dry and wet wipes.
Unauthorized persons are not allowed in the make-up room.
Communication with the media. Media accreditation, any kind of press-conferences, interviews, photos, video shooting, TV and
radio broadcasts must be clarified in advance with the band director.
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Additional. Any organizational issues and questions must be clarified with the band director.

